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Designation of Number Locations 
 

The location of each number in storage is designated by a symbol called the number address. 
The symbols range from a0 through k9, using the ten alphabetic letters 

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j, k 
 

(the letter i being omitted to avoid confusion with the numeral 1), and the ten decimal digits 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 

 
The letters a, b, ... , k correspond to decimal digits so that the first ten storage locations are 

a0, al, a2, . . . , a9, 

                                 the next ten are 
 b0, b1, b2, . . . , b9, 

and so forth. Every number used in programming and calculation is assigned a number address, 
and no number can be used by the calculator until it has first been submitted to the storage unit. 

 
Designation of Order Locations 

 

The location of each order is assigned a numerical symbol, called the order address. The 
symbols range from 00 to 99 inclusive. In general, orders are used sequentially, starting with 
the order in location 00 and progressing through the integers 01, 02, 03, etc. 

 
ORDERS - PROGRAMMING BASIC OPERATIONS 

 
An order consists of five elements: four addresses, A, B, C, and D, and an operation, OP. The 
addresses specify number and order storage locations. The operation, OP, may be any one of 
eleven basic operations which the computer is capable of performing. These are: 
(1) addition 
(2) subtraction 
(3) multiplication 
(4) division 
(5) comparison 
(6) modification 
(7) print 
(8) print-stop 
(9) stop 
(10) read numbers (from perforated tape) 
(11) read orders (from perforated tape) 

 
Operations (5) and (6) (comparison, modification) are special operations that facilitate 
programming, and (7), (8), and (9) (print; print-stop, stop) are operations controlling the 
printing of results and termination of computation. 

 
The elements of an order are arranged schematically as shown in Figure 3. 

+---+---+---+---+----+ 
| A | B | C | D | OP | 
+---+---+---+---+----+ 

Figure 3 
  



 

 

If OP is one of the operations (1) to (4) above, then A, B, C, and D are as shown in Figure 4. 

                                          +---------+---------+--------+-------+-----------+ 
                                          |    A    |    B    |    C   |   D   |     OP    | 
                                          +---------+---------+--------+-------+-----------+ 
                                      | Operand| Operand| Result| Next |          | 
                                      |        |        |       | Order|          | 
                                          +---------+---------+--------+-------+-----------+ 
                                                           Figure 4 
 

Addresses A and B specify the locations of the two numbers involved in the operation, address 
C specifies the storage location to which the resulting sum, difference, product, or quotient is 
sent, and address D informs the calculator where it may find the next order. An example of an 
order of this type is shown in Figure 5. 

                                        +-------+----+----+----+-----+------+ 
                                        | Order | A  | B  |  C |  D  |  OP  | 
                                        | No.   |    |    |    |     |      | 
                                        +-------+----+----+----+-----+------+ 
                                        | 36    | a2 | d3 | e7 | 37  |  +   | 
                                        +-------+----+----+----+-----+------+ 
                                                       Figure 5 

Order 36 directs the calculator to add the contents of a2 and d3, and to place the result in 
storage at location e7; it then directs the calculator to continue to order 37. The order may be 
stated briefly as follows: add (a2) and (d3) and store the result in e7; then go to order 37. (In 
accordance with convention, parentheses are placed about a storage location to denote the 
contents of that location; thus (a0) is read, "the contents. of storage location a0.") In any order 
involving one of the arithmetic operations (1) to (4), the result of the operation may be 
delivered to the storage location of one of the operands; it then replaces the former contents of 
that location. 

 
The comparison order provides for conditional transfer of control so that the machine will 
perform iterative routines until convergence is reached, and will then start performing other 
operations. Modification is useful in conserving orders when the same operation or sequence of 
operations is to be performed on several different operands. If, for example, it is desired to print 
out 50 of the numbers in storage, only one print order and one modify order are necessary. As 
each number is printed, the modify order automatically changes the address of the next number 
to be printed so that 50 distinct printing commands are not required.. 

 
ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDES 

 
In each of the orders the arithmetic operation is normally carried out with consideration of 
algebraic sign. However, it is possible within the same operational command, to specify that 
the operation be performed using the absolute magnitude of either one or both operands, A and 
B, and/or that the absolute magnitude of the result be placed in storage at address C (the 
comparison order being excepted in the latter case). In an, order of this type, the operation 
symbol is supplemented by the corresponding addresses A, B, or C. 

 
Addition, subtraction, comparison, and modification are performed at a rate of 450 operations 
per minute, including access time, while multiplication and division are performed at a rate of 
100 operations per minute. Printing proceeds at a rate of 10 characters per second. Facilities are 
provided for dropping unwanted digits so that printing time may be minimized. 

 
This description applies to the MONROBOT furnished to the Cambridge Air Force Research 
Center, which includes facilities for perforating paper tape. For special applications, additional 
storage capacity may be "plugged in." 
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